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Recent advances in thermoelectric materials and
solar thermoelectric generators – a critical review
Pradeepkumar Sundarraj,a Dipak Maity,*a Susanta Sinha Royb and Robert A. Taylorc
Due to the fact that much of the world's best solar resources are inversely correlated with population
centers, signiﬁcant motivation exists for developing technology which can deliver reliable and
autonomous conversion of sunlight into electricity. Thermoelectric generators are gaining incremental
ground in this area since they do not require moving parts and work well in remote locations.
Thermoelectric materials have been extensively used in space satellites, automobiles, and, more recently,
in solar thermal applications as power generators, known as solar thermoelectric generators (STEG).
STEG systems are gaining signiﬁcant interest in both concentrated and non-concentrated systems and
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have been employed in hybrid conﬁgurations with solar thermal and photovoltaic systems. In this article,
the key developments in the ﬁeld of thermoelectric materials and on-going research work on STEG
design conducted by various researchers to date are critically reviewed. Finally, we highlight the strategic
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research directions being undertaken to make highly eﬃcient thermoelectric materials for developing a
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cost-eﬀective STEG system, which could serve to bring this technology towards commercial readiness.

A. Introduction
The average global electric power consumption in 2011 was
estimated at 17.4 terawatts,1 but it is projected to be more than
double and triple by 2050 and 2100, respectively.2–4 At their
present rate of use, economically recoverable fossil fuel
resources will be severely depleted on these time scales
(particularly if their full environmental cost is considered).5–8
Hence, a major global challenge is how to meet future energy
demand in a renewable and sustainable manner. Solar-derived
electricity represents a vast, largely untapped renewable energy
resource, which can be harvested through either photovoltaic or
thermal routes.5,9 In this paper, we review the progress of one
thermal route in particular, solar thermoelectric generators
(STEGs), which have recently been gaining research attention
due to improvements in thermoelectric materials properties as
well as in STEG system design. These improvements, if sustained, could eventually result in a new class of eﬃcient, cost
eﬀective solar to electricity conversion systems.8,10

A.1.

Solar-to-electricity conversion technology

The average solar radiation received on Earth is about 162 000
TW, whereas only a vanishingly small fraction of this power are
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diverted towards electricity generation.1 Solar photovoltaic cells
(PV) convert some of the solar spectrum directly into electricity,11 while concentrated solar thermal (CST) technologies
rst convert incident solar energy to heat and then (usually) use
this heat to boil a working uid which drives a Rankine cycle.4,12
Various PV cells and CST system are compared in Table 1 with
respect to their operational temperature, concentration ratio
(CR ¼ area of the collector/area of the receiver), and maximum
eﬃciency. Laboratory scale PV modules have reached a
maximum eﬃciency of about 29% and 44% was attained for
PV and Concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) cell respectively
(Table 1).13 However, commercially available solar PV modules,
have eﬃciencies between 10–20%.14 Commercially, large-scale
CST projects have proven to be more eﬃcient than PV cells.15
Solar thermal technologies use a structure (a collector) to
receive and absorb solar thermal radiation; these collectors can
be broadly classied into two types, non-concentrating and
concentrating. Collectors, which do not concentrate sunlight,
can be stationary and do not require tracking mechanisms. For
most solar thermal electricity generation systems, however,
concentration (and thus tracking) is required which adds to the
system's capital cost. Another key component of the collector is
the receiver – a heat exchanger that absorbs sunlight and
transfers this energy as heat to a uid passing through it.7,16,17
Non-concentrating collectors are limited to a temperature range
from ambient to 240  C, while, depending on the CR, concentrating collectors (CST) can operate up to 1500  C.7
Three prominent technologies dominate CST – parabolic
trough collectors, solar towers, and dish systems.4 Linear Fresnel system is rapidly emerging due to ease of manufacturing,
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Table 1

RSC Advances
Eﬃciency and operating temperature of few solar energy conversion technologies13,15

System

T C

CR

h – max

I. Solar photovoltaic (PV)
Silicon (Si) crystalline
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) thin lm
Indium phosphide (InP) crystalline
Copper Indium Gallium Diselenide (CIS/CIGS) cell
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) cell
Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
Organic or Polymer (OPV) thin lm

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

25.0  0.5
28.8  0.9
22.1  0.7
19.8  0.6
19.6  0.4
11.9  0.4
10.7  0.3

II. Concentrated photovoltaic (CPV)
Copper Indium Gallium Diselenide (CIS/CIGS) thin lm
Silicon (Si) single cell
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) single cell
InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs

—
—
—
—

15
92
117
302

22.8  0.9
27.6  1.0
29.1  1.3
44.4  2.6

III. Concentrated solar thermal (CST)
Linear Fresnel Lens (LFL)
Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC)
Solar Tower (ST)
Solar Dish-Stirling (SDS)

390
350–550
250–565
550–750

60–80
70–80
>1000
>1300

18
20
20
30

operation and cost eﬀectiveness,18 which can achieve peak plant
eﬃciency of about 18%.15 Parabolic trough collectors have
proven to be the most successful commercial solar thermal
technology,19 achieving a peak plant eﬃciency of about 20%.15
Even though parabolic troughs and solar towers have their
advantages on large scale, dish systems where a Stirling engine
is placed at the receiver can achieve a maximum eﬃciency of
about 30%. Solar Dish-Stirling (SDS) systems have garnered a lot
of interest because they are well suited for decentralized power
supply and stand-alone power applications.15,20,21 However,
more information about the long term performance of CPV and
SDS may be required in order to commercialize these system.
A.2.

STEG technology

A thermoelectric device consists of both n- and p-typesemiconducting materials connected electrically in series and
thermally in parallel.22–24 Thermoelectric generators (TEG)
utilize the Seebeck eﬀect, which generates voltage when one
side of the TEG is maintained at a higher temperature
compared to the other side, due to the random thermal motion
of charge carriers, which cause current to ow when the circuit
is closed.22,23,25 As such, thermoelectrics represent reliable solidstate devices that convert heat directly into electricity and vice

Fig. 1

versa.26,27 They are widely used in refrigerators, space applications, remote sensing, electronics cooling, the automobile
industry, and have good potential for solar thermal power
generation.28,29
The eﬃciency of a thermoelectric device depends on the
materials used. The most important material properties can be
lumped into a dimensionless gure of merit (zT) – dened as
zT ¼ (S2s/k)T, where S, s, k and T are the Seebeck coeﬃcient,
electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity and absolute
temperature respectively.9,30–32 The numerator, S2s, constitutes
to the electrical properties of the materials and is known widely
as thermoelectric power factor.33 The eﬃciency of an ideal
thermoelectric device, hTEG, can be written as a function of the
temperatures and the gure of merit, as follows:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TH TC 1 þ ðzTM Þ 1
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hTEG ¼
(1)
TC
TH 1 þ ðzTM Þ þ
TH
where TC is the cold-side temperature, TH is the hot-side
temperature, and (zTM) is the eﬀective gure of merit of the
thermoelectric material between TC and TH.9,32,34 Considerable
global research eﬀorts have been dedicated to enhance the zT of
thermoelectric materials.35–41

Thermoelectric generator deployed in diﬀerent solar thermal systems.
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The use of solar thermal technologies for electrical power
generation with the help of thermoelectric materials was known
since 19th century.42,43 Solar Thermoelectric Generators, use a
collector, a thermoelectric generator, and a heat sink. Incident
solar ux on the thermoelectric generator can be varied with
several collector options such as evacuated at plate; parabolic
troughs; Fresnel lenses; and parabolic dishes (as shown in
Fig. 1). Heat sink are used a cooling system to dissipate heat
from the cold side of the TEG. Recently, instead of using heat
sinks, the rejected heat from the cold side of the TEG has been
utilized in heating/absorption cooling applications or even for
secondary power generation cycles (increasing the overall eﬃciency of the system),44,45 and these modied systems are called
as hybrid systems.
STEG system eﬃciency depends on the optical and thermal
eﬃciency of the collector and the zT value of the thermoelectric
materials.46–48 The maximum eﬃciency for a STEG enclosed in
an evacuated glass chamber where hot side coated with a
selective absorber coating can be evaluated as follows:46



3e sB TH 4 TC 4
hSTEG ¼ sg aS hop
 ½hTEG 
(2)
CR  qi
where sg,aS,hop,3e,sB and qi are the transmittance of the glass
enclosure, absorptance of the selective surface to the solar ux,
optical concentration eﬃciency, eﬀective emittance of the
absorber and the envelope, Stephen Boltzmann constant and
the incident solar ux, respectively. Eﬀect of enclosing the STEG
inside an evacuated chamber is discussed in later in section C1.
Improvements in STEG system design can be achieved by
increasing the temperature diﬀerence across the TEG and/or by
reducing the heat loss from the system and by several other
means. Materials enhancements can be achieved by increasing
the zT values by tuning the materials properties through
controlled synthesis techniques.
Fig. 2 shows the STEG eﬃciency in comparison with the
various solar-electricity technologies. It can be seen that the
state–of-the-art STEG systems have achieved eﬃciency only of
about 5% for a temperature diﬀerence of about 100  C with the
materials zT values of about 1,9 whereas other solar to electricity
conversion (CST & CPV) systems have eﬃciencies above 18%.
Thus the major commercial barrier of STEG technology was its
conversion eﬃciency, which is much lower than other solarelectricity technologies. Despite these traditionally low eﬃciencies, STEG research is ourishing, and thermoelectric
materials are still improving (albeit gradually).49
In order for these concepts to move down the technological
pipeline from research to commercial deployment, the fundamental aspects of STEG in terms of thermoelectric materials and
system design must be well known. In this review, we addressed
this challenge by exploring the fundamental progress of STEG
technology. As such, this paper presents a critical review of STEG
research (particularly recent experimental eﬀorts) and points
out strategic research directions, which could allow this technology to evolve. It is found that a staged development where
STEGs are added in as topping cycles and/or waste heat scavengers to CST plants presents an excellent opportunity.
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Comparison of STEG Eﬃciency with various other solar-electricity technologies (STEG – Solar Thermoelectric Generator, LFL –
Linear Fresnel Lens, PTC – Parabolic Trough Collector, ST – Solar
Tower, SDS – Solar Dish Stirling, CPV – Concentrated Photovoltaic):
ref. 9, 13 and 15.
Fig. 2

Depending on future developments in thermoelectric materials,
STEGs could eventually be feasible for combined heat and power
generation or even stand-alone systems.

B. Development of thermoelectric
materials for solar thermal application
Maria Telkes reported a remarkable STEG system eﬃciency of
3.35% for the rst time in the 1950s.50 These promising results
attracted many researchers to use thermoelectric generator for
solar thermal energy conversion.51,52 To date, however, the best
experimental result for a solar thermoelectric generator has a
maximum eﬃciency of around 5% for a device fabricated by
Kraemer et al. using nanostructured thermoelectric materials
with zT ¼ 1.03.9 It is obvious from eqn (1) that improving the
eﬃciency of solar thermoelectric generators is possible if higher
zT materials can be employed.53
The parameters that control the zT of thermoelectric materials are Seebeck coeﬃcient S, electrical conductivity s, and
thermal conductivity k (see eqn (1)). In order to achieve a high
gure of merit (zT), the Seebeck coeﬃcient and electrical
conductivity should be high and thermal conductivity should be
low.54 Reducing the thermal conductivity, without sacricing
the electrical conductivity or the Seebeck coeﬃcient, however,
takes a considerable eﬀort. For metals, or degenerate semiconductors, the Seebeck coeﬃcient is given by eqn (3),54 while
the electrical conductivity is given by eqn (4).55
S¼

2
8p2 kB 2 *  p 3
mT
2
3eh
3n

s ¼ nem

(3)

(4)

Heat is conducted through the material by two sources,
charge carriers (electronic thermal conductivity, ke) and
lattice phonons (phononic thermal conductivity, kl) and the
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thermal conductivity will be low when kl and ke are low (see
eqn (5) and (6)).32,56,57
k ¼ k l + ke

(5)

ke ¼ LnemT

(6)

From eqn (3)–(6), we can see that conicts arise in optimizing
the zT of the thermoelectric materials. For an example, if we just
concentrate on increasing the Seebeck coeﬃcient, the eﬀective
mass (m*) should be high, but on the other hand the electrical
conductivity will be reduced (as mobility, m is inversely proportional to m*). Recent studies, however, show that the key for
achieving higher zT through band structure engineering should
be low eﬀective mass along the transport direction.58 Hence
material scientists are trying to nd diﬀerent ways to optimize
the material properties to maximize the zT values.23,59,60
Diﬀerent elements from group III–VI and their alloys were
studied to have better understanding about the thermoelectric
phenomenon, in order to enhance the thermoelectric zT.61–74
Conventional bulk thermoelectric materials reached their limits
of zT $ 1,75,76 but recent advances in nanostructured thermoelectric materials have opened the door to obtain higher zT
values.25,54,76 The idea of nanostructuring to enhance the thermoelectric eﬀect of materials was rst showed by Hicks and
Dresselhaus in their theoretical study.53 Hicks et al. published
experimental data verifying this in 1996.77 They estimated that
the zT value can be larger than 2 for PbTe quantum wells
conned by a Pb0.927Eu0.073Te barrier layer. Subsequently thermoelectric materials with zT values of 2 (Bi2Te3/Sb2Te Superlattices Nanodots) and 2.4 (PbTe/PbTeSe Superlattices) at
room temperature have been reported by Harman et al.78 and
Venkatasubramanian et al.,79 respectively. A remarkable zT
value of 3 (Bi doped PbSeTe/PbTe Quantum dot Superlattices)
at 277  C was recently reported by Harman et al.80 However,
thermoelectric materials with superlattices and nanodots
structures have proven to be challenging for use in large-scale
energy-conversion applications, due to restrictions in heat
transfer, reproducibility and high manufacturing cost.81
Nanocomposites have proven to overcome these problems
mentioned above. The most common route of nanocomposite
synthesis is a two-step method; high-energy ball milling and hot
pressing. Enhancements in zT are attained by eﬀectively
reducing the particle size to nano scale dimension.76,82 Another
technique used to nd thermoelectric bulk materials with
complex crystal structures (with enhanced zT values) was rst
proposed by Slack.32,83 Slack suggested that ideal bulk thermoelectric materials should have thermal conductivity like glass
and electrical conductivity like a crystal known as phonon-glass
electron-crystal (PGEC).32,83 Skutterudites and calthrates are the
typical materials that exhibit this kind of structure. These
materials have intrinsic void in the open cage crystal structure,
where by introducing a guest atom or molecule into the void
found to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity.56 Researcher
mostly utilized these two techniques over the last two decades to
nd eﬃcient thermoelectric materials – both of which serve to
reduce the lattice thermal conductivity.54,82

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

Even aer several decades of research, the best commercially
available bulk thermoelectric materials are bismuth telluride
based alloys (maximum zT  1).84 Several other materials are
proven to have high zT on a laboratory scale, but are not useful
as commercial products. For example, type I calthrates have a
peak zT  1.35 at 627  C for n-type Ba8Ga16Ge30,85 but, unfortunately its p-type (Ba8Ga16Al3Ge27) has a relatively low value zT
of 0.6 at 487  C.86 Thus, unless improvements in zT values of ptype calthrates are made, the overall device is unlikely to be
signicantly better than bismuth telluride. As another example,
p-type b-Zn4Sb3 has a tendency to show a decay in its thermoelectric properties upon thermal cycling (a key operational
requirement for a solar power system).87 For many potential
thermoelectric materials, rarity in the Earth's crust (e.g. Tellurium) and their demand in other products, raise their prices
above levels which would not allow them to be competitive with
other technologies like solar photovoltaic cells.88,89 Toxicity and
other handling issues, also present problems.33,88
In the next section, developments of potential thermoelectric
materials like Bi2Te3 alloys, PbTe/PbSe alloys, Skutterudites,
Half-heuslers compounds and SiGe alloys and its zT enhancements are discussed (shown in Table 2). Followed which, their
impact on solar thermoelectric energy conversion is briefed.

B.1.

BiTe alloys

The most established material in the eld of thermoelectrics is
Bi2Te3 and its alloys Bi2Se3 and Sb2Te3.122 Bismuth and tellurium are heavy elements, which make them suitable for thermoelectrics, since heavy elements have small phonon group
velocity, low thermal conductivity, small band gaps and large
charge mobility.55 Experimental results for various bismuth
telluride alloys are listed in Table 2. Nanocomposites (p-type
Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 and n-type Bi2Te2.7Se0.3) synthesized by highenergy ball milling and hot pressing achieved a peak value of
zT  1.4 at 100  C and 1.04 at 125  C, respectively. This is
much improved from the baseline bulk material which has a
zT  1.81,90 Poudel et al. found that the average grain size is
20 nm for p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3.81 An average grain size of about
1–2 mm was calculated for n-type Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 by Yan et al.90 The
enhanced zT value of p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 and n-type
Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 was achieved, due to the signicant reduction in
the lattice thermal conductivity by strong boundary scattering
(owing to the presence of small grain sizes) of phonon at the
interfaces of the nanostructures.81,90
p-type Bi0.48Sb1.52Te3, Bi0.52Sb1.48Te3, 0.3 vol.% Al2O3/Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 materials, synthesized by spark plasma-sintering
method (have zT $ 1.5 as listed in Table 2), are better than
the nanocomposite prepared by high-energy ball milling
method.92,93,95 This is because the nanocomposite prepared by
spark plasma-sintering method have coherent grain boundaries, whereas nanocomposites prepared by ball milling are
random.92 Inclusion of nanostructured particles in either bulk
or nanocomposite materials is known as “nanoinclusion”, and
has been shown to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity
without signicantly aﬀecting the thermoelectric power factor.94
Fan et al., using above technique, synthesized p-type
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zT $ 1a
Thermoelectric material

Type

T C

zTMax

Year

Ref.

BiTe alloys
Bi2Te2.7Se0.3
Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3
(BiSb)2Te3
Bi0.52Sb1.48Te3
Bi0.48Sb1.52Te3
Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3
(0.3 vol.% Al2O3)/Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3

n
p
p
p
p
p
p

125
100
167
27
117
43
50

1.04
1.40
1.47
1.56
1.50
1.80
1.50

2010
2008
2008
2009
2010
2010
2013

90
81
91
92
93
94
95

PbTe alloys
AgPb18SbTe20
Pb9.6Sb0.2Te3Se7
(Pb0.95Sn0.05Te)0.92(PbS)0.08
K0.95Pb20Sb1.2Te22
Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20
Ag0.5Pb6Sn2Sb0.2Te10
Na0.95Pb20SbTe22
Tl0.02Pb0.98Te
2% Na doped PbTe–PbS
Pb0.98Na0.02Te0.85Se0.15
PbTe–SrTe doped with Na

n
n
n
n
n
p
p
p
p
p
p

527
377
369
477
427
357
427
500
527
577
642

2.20
1.20
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.45
1.70
1.50
1.80
1.80
2.20

2004
2006
2007
2009
2009
2006
2006
2008
2011
2011
2012

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

PbSe alloys
PbSe:Al0.01
Na doped PbSe
Pb0.92Sr0.08Se

n
p
—

577
577
657

1.3
1.2
1.5

2012
2011
2014

107
108
109

Skutterudites
Yb0.19Co4Sb12
In0.25Co4Sb12
CoSb2.75Sn0.05Te0.20
Yb0.2Co4Sb12.3
Na0.48Co4Sb12
Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84
Ba0.08La0.05Yb0.04Co4Sb12
Sr0.12Ba0.18DD0.39Fe3CoSb12

n
n
n
n
—
n
n
p

327
302
550
527
577
577
577
527

1.00
1.20
1.10
1.30
1.25
1.34
1.70
1.30

2000
2006
2008
2008
2009
2009
2011
2010

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

Half-heuslers
Hf0.5Zr0.25Ti0.25NiSn0.99Sb0.01
Hf0.8Ti0.2CoSb0.8Sn0.2

n
p

500
800

1
1

2012
2012

118
119

Si–Ge alloys
Si80Ge20
Si80Ge20

n
p

900
950

1.30
0.95

2008
2008

120
121

a

T  C is the temperature where zT max is achieved.

Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3 to make a nanocomposite which consist of 40%
nanostructured particles (<200 nm) and 60% micron-sized
particles and reported a high zT value of 1.8 at 43  C.94
Cao et al. utilized a simple hydrothermal technique to
synthesize p-type (BiSb)2Te3, where a zT  1.47 at 167  C was
achieved.91 Keunákim et al. used a cost eﬀective strain assisted
technique to synthesize p-type Bi0.45Sb1.55Te3, where Z was
increased by a factor of 2 over the non-strained samples.123 Even
though the zT values are less for the materials synthesized
through these procedures than the highest value of zT attained in
Bi2Te3, however, these synthesis procedures have a lot of potential due to their simplicity, scalability, and cost eﬀectiveness.

46864 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 46860–46874

B.2.

PbTe and PbSe alloys

PbTe is also a heavy material, like Bi2Te3, and its bulk alloy
has a zT of 0.7 at 467  C. PbTe alloys with PbSe and SnTe
exhibited a zT of 1, were used in power generation.30,124
(AgSbTe2)x(PbTe)1 x (also known by the acronym LAST) and
(AgSbTe2)1 x(GeTe)x (known as TAGS) are other classical
thermoelectric materials which display very good thermoelectric properties, and have been extensively studied since
the 1960s.30,54,125 TAGS, with zT  1.2 p-type, has been
employed in power generation for a long time, due to its
superior thermal stability over LAST.54 PbTe and its alloys
have been dominant in thermoelectric power generation over
the past few decades for temperature above 300  C.54,84
Experimental results of various PbTe alloys, with respective
zT values ranges from 1.20 to 2.20 are listed in Table 2. A peak zT
of 2.2 at 527  C was achieved for n-type AgPb18SbTe20 synthesized using the melt growth method.96 Such high values of zT
were achieved through placement of nano precipitates (Ag and
Sb) in the crystal matrix, which enabled a reduction of lattice
thermal conductivity.100,126 Similar eﬀects were found for n-type
(Pb0.95Sn0.05Te)0.92(PbS)0.08 and Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20 as well as ptype Ag0.5Pb6Sn2Sb0.2Te10, Na0.95Pb20SbTe22 and 2% Na doped
PbTe–PbS.98,100–102,104 Alternatively, enhancement in the thermoelectric power factor found in n-type Pb9.6Sb0.2Te3Se7 and ptype Tl0.02Pb0.98Te was due multiple valance bands and the
introduction of resonant electronic states in the valance band,
respectively.97,103 Another high value of zT  2.2 at 642  C was
achieved in PbTe–SrTe doped with Na, due to the nanoinclusion
of 2–10 nm endotaxial SrTe nanocrystals in Na doped PbTe
matrix.106
PbSe is considered an alternative to PbTe, since the abundance of Tellurium in the Earth's crust is less than 0.001 ppm,
while Selenium is 0.5 ppm.88 Aluminum doped PbSe (n-type)
has a zT of 1.3 and Sodium doped PbSe (p-type) has a zT of
1.2 at 577  C, but both zT values are less than that of good
PbTe alloys.107,108 Recently, adding small quantities of Sr in PbSe
showed that enhances in zT, where maximum zT was 1.5 at
657  C, was demonstrated by JeﬀreyáSnyder et al.109
B.3.

Skutterudites

Skutterudites are another potential thermoelectric material,
which has lower thermal conduction due their complex crystal
structures and are widely explored for power generation applications.84 MX3 is the chemical formula for skutterudites, where
M is Co, Rh or Ir and X is P, As or Sb. Because of large voids in
the crystal cage structure, it favors incorporation of small guest
ions into its intrinsic sites which forms the lled skutterudites
(TyM4X12).56,127 Ty, the guest atom in the crystal structure is
responsible for strong low frequency phonon scattering, the
phenomenon known widely as “rattling eﬀect”.56,84 Scattering of
low frequency phonons through conventional methods is rather
diﬃcult.56 CoSb3 based skutterudites have been studied extensively because of the abundance of the constituent elements
and its versatility of accepting various lanthanides, actinides,
alkaline earth metals, alkalis, and Group IV elements for use in
void-lling.82,127 Filled, unlled and multiple lled Skutterudites
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that have zT $ 1 is listed in Table 2.112–117 It has to be noted that
nano structuring skutterudites will further decrease the thermal
conductivity and a peak value zT  1.7 at 577  C reported for ntype Ba0.08La0.05Yb0.04Co4Sb12 synthesized using high-energy
ball milling and spark plasma-sintering nano structuring
methods.116 Improvements in the zT values of p-type skutterudites were not in same pace in comparison to its n-type
counterpart, because lling tends to push them into strongly
towards n-type materials.128
B.4.

Half-heuslers

Another promising thermoelectric material which has high
thermal stability is half heuslers (HH) compounds.32 Half
heuslers compounds are intermetallic compounds with high
Seebeck coeﬃcient and relatively higher thermal conductivity.32,84 Higher thermal conductivity in HH is the reason,
which hindered the development of these materials.
Conversely, nano structuring of these compounds proved to
reduce their lattice thermal conductivity due to phonon scattering. Similar eﬀect is evident in the n-type Hf0.5Zr0.25Ti0.25NiSn0.99Sb0.01 synthesized using high-energy ball milling and
hot pressing and p-type Hf0.8Ti0.2CoSb0.8Sn0.2 synthesized using
Arc Melting, high-energy ball milling and hot pressing. These
nanostructured materials had a peak zT  1 at 500  C and zT  1
at 800  C, which was higher than that of their bulk
structure.118,119
B.5.

SiGe alloys

SiGe alloys are other important materials, which are suitable for
high temperature applications because they have very low
degradation, even up to 1000  C. Bulk Si0.8Ge0.2 has a zT of 1

and 0.6, for n and p-type, respectively.129 Nanostructured silicon
germanium alloys were proven to have an enhanced zT values
compared to their bulk alloys. SiGe nanocomposite, prepared by
high-energy ball milling and hot Pressing, have zT  1.3 at 900

C and zT  1 at 900–950  C, where its bulk material possess zT
 1 and zT 0.6.120,121 SiGe alloys are costlier than other thermoelectric materials and mostly used in space power applications where solar cells could not be used.130
Overall, nanocomposites thermoelectric materials have
played a signicant role in improving zT values. These materials
eﬀectively decrease the thermal conductivity by reducing
particle size, which helps to scatter the phonon at the interfaces. In some of the nanocomposite, nanoprecipitate in the
crystal matrix tends to scatter low frequency phonons through
rattling eﬀect, which reduces the thermal conductivity without
signicantly aﬀecting the power factor. Thermoelectric power
factor on the other hand was improved by having multiple and/
or resonant electronic state in the valance band. Some the bulk
thermoelectric materials also found to reduce the thermal
conductivity by having complex crystal structure through the
rattling eﬀect. Nanocomposite thermoelectric materials could
be used in solar thermal power generation applications, if they
can be developed cost eﬀective and eﬃcient. These developments would lead to lay the pathway for energy eﬃcient solar
conversion technology.

C. Development of solar
thermoelectric generator (STEG)
For solar thermal applications, diﬀerent types of thermoelectric
materials with a wide temperature range (from 30  C to 1000  C)
are available that can be used for power generation. For

Various experimental results of Solar thermoelectric generator (ﬂat plate collector–FPC, evacuated ﬂat plate collector–EFPC, conical
concentrator–CC, compound parabolic concentrator–CPC, Fresnel lens–FL, dye-sensitized solar cell–DSSC, selective solar absorber-SSA,
polymer solar cell–PSC, temperature diﬀerence across the thermoelements–DT, electrical eﬃciency–hElec, thermal eﬃciency–hTh)

Table 3

System

n-type

p-type

ZTMax

DT

hElec

hTh

Year

Ref.

Non concentrating
FPC
FPC
EFPC

Bi–Sb alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy

ZnSb alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy

0.4
0.72
1.03

70
70
100

0.63
0.6
5.2

—
—
—

1954
1980
2011

50
51
9

Concentrating
Lens
Semi parabolic
CC
Dish and FL
CPC

Bi–Sb alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
La1.98Sr0.02CuO4

ZnSb alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
CaMn0.98Nb0.02O3

0.4
0.72
—
0.41
—

247
120
100
150
600

3.35
0.5
0.9
3
0.13

—
—
—
—
—

1954
1980
1998
2010
2011

50
51
52
134
135

Thermal TEG hybrid
Parabolic dish
EFPC
Parabolic mirror

Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy

Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy

0.6
0.59
0.7

35
—
150

—
1
5

11.4
47
50

2011
2013
2013

136
45
44

Photovoltaic TEG hybrid
DSSC-SSA-TE
Bi–Te alloy
Hot mirror
Bi–Te alloy
PSC-TE
Bi–Te alloy

Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy
Bi–Te alloy

—
—
—

6
20
9.5

13.8
—
—

—
—
—

2011
2012
2013

137
138
139
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instance, bismuth telluride alloys can be used in low temperature solar thermal applications (e.g. evacuated tube systems),
that can operate from 30 to 200  C.9,131 PbTe/PbSe alloys, skutterudites and half-heuslers compounds can be utilized in the
medium temperature solar thermal applications (e.g. parabolic
trough and linear Fresnel collectors) that can operate from 200
to 500  C.131 For high temperature solar thermal applications
(e.g. solar towers and larger parabolic dishes), SiGe alloys are
suitable since they can operate under extreme temperature for
long time periods with small degradation in the material
properties.130,131 This implies that detailed experimental studies
on solar thermoelectric generators fabricated using these
materials are needed and may lead to develop solar thermoelectric system competitive to solar PV and CST technologies.4
Recent developments in the eld of thermoelectrics (as discussed above) have attracted many researchers to integrate
thermoelectric materials into solar-electricity conversion technologies. These systems can be broadly classied into four types
(i) non-concentrated STEGs, (ii) concentrated STEGs, (iii)
thermal TEG hybrids, and (iv) photovoltaic TEG hybrids. In
literature good theoretical design and proposal on STEG are
available,132,133 however, in the forth-coming sections only
prominent experimental works are considered for review.
Table 3 shows experimental values of diﬀerent types of STEG
system.

C.1.

Non-concentrated and concentrated STEG

The idea of using thermoelectric generator in solar thermal
technologies has been an area of interest since 1954, when
Telkes published a detailed summary of her remarkable work.50
Telkes used four diﬀerent types of thermoelements and found
that the most eﬃcient were thermoelements made of a p-type
ZnSb (Sn, Ag, Bi) and an n-type 91% Bi+9% Sb. The maximum
eﬃciency of these (zT ¼ 0.4) with a double-paned at plate
collector was 0.63% for a 70  C temperature diﬀerence across
the thermoelements.50 Using a concentrated system with a lens
(50 times optical concentrations), an eﬃciency of 3.35% was
reported for a temperature diﬀerence of 247  C across thermoelements.50 She also suggested that use of water, as the
coolant for the cold side of the thermoelements would provide
hot water as the byproduct. Even almost aer six decades of
research since 1950s, the eﬃciency of STEG hasn't improved a
lot; even some of the STEG systems have eﬃciency lesser than
that of Telkes system. Brief studies on the experimental results
of the researchers are presented in this section to show reader
about the further scope for improvements in STEG system
design.
C.1.1. Experimental set-ups (collectors). Experimental
results of non-concentrated STEG's, listed in Table 3, show that
most of the system used at plate collector (FPC) as a means to
receive the sunlight. Kraemer et al. developed the most eﬃcient
collector as shown in Fig. 3, which was able to achieve a
temperature diﬀerence (DT) of about 100  C across the of
thermoelements.9 Achieving 100  C was possible in the work of
Kraemer et al. because the thermoelements were enclosed
inside an evacuated glass chamber (an evacuated at plate
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Solar thermoelements enclosed in an evacuated tube. Reproduced with permission from The Royal society of chemistry: ref. 140
©2012 The Royal society of chemistry.
Fig. 3

collector (EFPC)), which reduces the heat loss due to convection.9,140 Note that Kraemer et al. used a solar simulator with an
AM1.5 G lter to achieve 1 kW m 2 and 1.5 kW m 2 as the input
solar power.9 Telkes and Goldsmid et al. did not operate their
system under vacuum conditions and therefore was only able to
achieve a maximum DT of about 70  C.50,51
Diﬀerent types of concentrating collectors utilized by the
researchers are also listed in Table 3. Omer et al. and Suter et al.
used a solar simulator, which had a conical concentrator (CC)
and compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) with CR of about 6
and 1.4 respectively, to concentrate the radiant light from the
simulator source.52,135 A 175 W infrared heat lamp was used as
the simulator source to achieve a radiant power of about 2 W
cm 2 by Omer et al.52 Suter et al. used a high-pressure argon arc
that delivers an external source of intense thermal radiation at
the entrance of the CPC to achieve a solar power input of 700 W
equivalent to 600 CR.135 Solar simulators were used in order to
have a uniform, repeatable radiation input to the hot side
surface of the devices and to allow measurement of the
maximum eﬃciency values in steady state conditions.52
Goldsmid et al. used a prototype semi-parabolic concentrator and Amatya et al. used a parabolic dish reector with a CR
of about 4 and 66, respectively. These experimental rigs were
able to achieve a temperature diﬀerence of about 120 and 150  C
across thermoelements, respectively.51,134 Goldsmid et al. used
an acrylic cover on the top of the collector to reduce the
convection losses.51 Amatya et al. used a Fresnel lens (FL) as a
secondary concentrator at the focal point of the dish reector to
further intensify the beam which is incident on the surface of
the TEG and to reduce the convection losses.134 The primary
reason for employing concentrators, as mentioned above, is to
achieve a higher temperature diﬀerence across the module. Of
course, care should be taken to not exceed the operating
temperature of TEG.
C.1.2. Thermoelectric module and solar absorber coating.
Thermoelectric materials used in STEG systems play an
important role in determining the eﬃciency of the system,
whereas the eﬃciency of the thermoelectric element depends
on the zT and DT, which is evident from eqn (1). Most of the
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non-concentrated and concentrated systems listed in Table 3
used TEG made using bulk bismuth telluride alloys having ZT
around 0.4 to 0.7, which are most widely available. Goldsmid
et al. used a single junction Bi2Te3 TEG having nickel-plated
ends soldered to copper connectors to withstand a temperature of about 180  C with an aluminum heat sink.51 Suter et al.
used n-type La1.98Sr0.02CuO4 and p-type CaMn0.98Nb0.02O3 as the
thermoelements with Al2O3 as the absorber and cooling plates
with water cooled system to cool the cavity.135 Even though Suter
et al. used thermoelements with a low ZT, it demonstrates the
concept of using a solar cavity-receiver in a 1 kW prototype
(consisting of 18 TEG modules).135 Kraemer et al. used nanostructured thermoelements of n- and p-type bismuth telluride
alloys having a relatively high zT of 1.03, sandwiched between
copper plates.9
The hot side of the TEGs in all tests was either painted black
or coated with a Selective Solar Absorber (SSA) to improve the
absorbance of solar radiation and to reduce the emission losses,
which in turn increases the hot side temperature.52,134 Goldsmid
et al., Omer et al. and Suter et al. used matt black paint, black
paint and a graphite coating respectively.51,52,135 Amatya et al.
used a SSA consists of silicon polymer as a binder with an oxide
pigment with absorptivity and emissivity of about (0.88–0.95)
and (0.2–0.4), respectively.134 Kraemer et al. used a SSA with an
absorptivity and emissivity of about 0.94 and 0.5 respectively.9
Temperature diﬀerence across the TEG (SSA coated) is found to
be increased by 10% as compared to the ordinary black
paints.134
C.1.3. Eﬃciency and cost of the STEG system. Electrical
eﬃciencies (hElec) of the reviewed non-concentrated and
concentrated systems are listed in Table 3. Overall these were in
the ranges of 0.13–5.20% with the best non-concentrated
collector system developed by Kraemer et al. achieved a peak
eﬃciency of 4.6% at 1 kW m 2 and 5.2% at 1.5 kW m 2 (with the
cold side maintained at 20  C.9 Kraemer et al. estimated the cost
of the thermoelectric materials to be about $0.17 per electrical
Watt generated and predicted that further reduction is possible
by using smaller thermoelements. They also predicted that the
eﬃciency of the system can reach a maximum of 14%, when the
materials zT values, optical concentration, and absorber
temperature are kept at 2, 10 and 300  C, respectively.9
Though some of the non-concentrated systems utilized thermoelectric material with nominal ZT value, the resulting system
eﬃciencies are lower than those predicted by eqn (1).50,51 This is
due to heat losses in the system that could potentially be
improved with good design like Kraemer et al. had used.9,50,51
Concentrated system developed by Amatya et al. achieved a
system eﬃciency of about 3% with output power of 1.8 W and
they have proposed that the use of novel thermoelectric materials such as n-type ErAs:(InGaAs)1 x(InAlAs)x and p-type
(AgSbTe)x(PbSnTe)1 x with a CR of 120 suns, the conversion
eﬃciency can reach maximum value of 5.6%.134 Amatya et al.
calculated the cost of the module to be about $1.6 per Watt,
which is an order of magnitude higher than the thermoelectric
material cost estimated by Kraemer et al. The discrepancy is due
to the cost of the ceramics used to fabricate the TEG module.141
However, a very recent and detailed estimate by Yee et al. shows
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that the cost of the total TEG system could be as low as $0.41 per
Watt, which implies that STEG has potential to be competitive
with other solar to electricity conversion technologies.89,134
Concentrated STEG systems used by Goldsmid et al., Omer et al.
and Suter et al. have shown very low system eﬃciencies than
those predicted by eqn (1), because of the use of poor system
design as discussed above (in the previous sub sections).51,52,135
In essence a good STEG should use (1) thermoelectric
modules with nominal ZT > 0.7, (2) SSA with absorptivity and
emissivity of about (0.88–0.95) and (0.2–0.5), and (3) proper
system design to reduce convective losses (e.g. vacuum packaging and/or proper glazing).9,134 Also, engineering controls
should be in place to ensure the operating temperature of the
STEG to not exceed materials limits. Theoretical studies show
that the eﬃciency of thermoelectric materials with zT > 2 in the
intermediate temperature range (300 to 600  C) may achieve
eﬃciencies of around 16 to 20%.106 However, this has yet to be
experimentally veried. While competitive stand-alone systems
may be forthcoming, hybrid systems where an STEG is added to
a conventional power system (as a topping or bottoming
generator) are feasible today.

C.2.

STEG hybrid system

In order for the STEG to be competent with other solar to
electricity conversion technologies, the waste heat from TEG
cold side can be utilized for heating water or for running other
thermal cycles (power generation or cooling), to compensate for
the low electrical eﬃciency. These systems can be classied as
hybrid system.
C.2.1. Thermal TEG hybrid system. Zhang et al. developed
a thermal hybrid system (a small pilot project) where a TEG
module is placed at one end of an evacuated tube of solar water
heater (as shown in Fig. 4).45 This thermal hybrid system consist
of 36 TEG modules integrated with 36 evacuated tubes was
successfully commissioned in China for water heating and
power generation purpose.45 The thermal eﬃciency of this
system was about 47% and electrical eﬃciency was only about
1%. Electrical energy output was about 0.19 kW h in addition
to the thermal energy, which raised 300 liter tank of water to
55  C. The electrical eﬃciency of this system was reduced
mainly due to low DT and ZT value of about 0.59 of the TEG
module. The total cost of the system was estimated to be about
$2400 with a payback period of around eight years.45
Vorobiev et al. developed a thermal hybrid system as shown
in Fig. 5.44 This system used a parabolic mirror, which achieved
DT of about 150  C across the TEG. It also used thermosyphon
eﬀect (passive heat exchange based on natural convection,
which circulates a liquid) for cooling the TEG, which does not
require a mechanical pump for circulating the water.34,44 Electrical eﬃciency of this system was about 5% producing the
electrical energy output of 0.12 kW h in addition to the thermal
energy output of 1.2 kW h (for raising water temperature to 50

C in over six hours).44 A thermal TEG hybrid system developed
by Fan et al. used parabolic dish collector, that achieved a
thermal eﬃciency of about 11% and the actual TEG eﬃciency
was not provided. The thermal eﬃciency of the system was low,
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Fig. 4 The structure of an evacuated glass tube with TEG integrated.
(a) A glass tube with TEG integrated between the condensation
segment and the water jacket segment (temperature diﬀerence
between this two segment is used for power generation by the TEG),
(b) schematic cross-section of the evacuated tube, and (c) top section
of the tube with external tube, inner tube and ﬁns removed to reveal
the heat pipe. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier: ref. 45
©2013 Elsevier.

Review

m 2) per day, it could satisfy 50% of the electricity requirements
of a small house, 2kW h. The thermal energy gathered during
these conditions could provide an additional 14.4 MJ (e.g. a 1
m2 collector area operating at 50% thermal eﬃciency), which
would fulll the entire domestic hot water need.44,45 This
implies that with further improvements in materials properties,
hybrid TEGs could fully meet the electrical and thermal energy
needs for the household. Also it will be one of the STEG designs,
which could serve to boost development of eﬃcient STEG
technology.
C.2.2. Solar photovoltaic TEG hybrid system. Solar photovoltaic thermoelectric (PV-TEG) hybrid technology was
proposed to utilize the entire solar spectrum in order to improve
conversion eﬃciency.142–147 Only a limited amount of experimental
studies on PV-TE have been published (as listed in Table 3). Three
diﬀerent types of PV-TEG are listed in Table 3, all using TEGs
made from Bi2Te3 alloys. Wang et al. developed a PV-TEG model
consists of a series-connected dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC), a
solar selective absorber (SSA) and a thermoelectric generator as
shown in the Fig. 6. The whole idea is to utilize both the high
and low energy photon for energy conversion with help of DSSC
and SSA-TEG conguration.137 The overall conversion eﬃciency
that was achieved using a PV-TEG system was 13.8%. The power
density generated from the PV-TEG system was about 12.8 mW
cm 2, when the temperature diﬀerence was around 6  C.
However, it was expected that the device performance might
increase with further optimization.
Another type of PV-TEG hybrid system developed by Mizoshiri et al. used a hot mirror to separate sunlight into UV to
visible solar light for PV and near infrared light for TEG module
as shown in Fig. 7.138 A cylindrical lens was used to concentrate
the near infrared light on the thermoelectric module. The thin

Schematics of novel PV–TE hybrid device. Reproduced with
permission from The Royal society of chemistry: ref. 137 ©2011 The
Royal society of chemistry.

Fig. 6

Photograph of Parabolic Mirror with combined cogeneration of
heat and electricity. Reproduced from with permission from Hindawi:
ref. 44 ©2013 Hindawi.

Fig. 5

which was due to the poor reector used for fabricating the
dish.136
The hybrid TEG systems of Vorobiev et al. and Zhang et al.
can supply 1 kW of electrical power.44,45 If the collector works
at this reported capacity over eight hours of good sunlight (1 kW
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Schematics of thermal–photovoltaic hybrid generator. Reproduced with permission form The Japan Society of Applied Physics: ref.
138 ©2012 The Japan Society of Applied Physics.

Fig. 7
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Fig. 8 Polymer solar cells – thermoelectric generator model.
Reproduced with permission form American Chemical Society: ref.
139 ©2013 American Chemical Society.

lm TEG used in the system was air-cooled. With temperature
diﬀerence of about 20  C across the thin lm, an open circuit
voltage of 78 mV was produced. It was found that hybridization
had led to an improvement of about 1.3% compared to the
photovoltaic panel alone.138 Zhang et al. developed the rst
polymer based PV-TEG for power production as shown in Fig. 8,
this system used a P3HT/IC60B for making PV cells.139 This
system was able to produce 9 to 11 mW cm 2 power density
when the temperature diﬀerence was about 5 to 9  C.139
Most of the PV-TEG hybrid systems are in the initial stages of
research. These hybrids are promising, so it is a very challenging area for further research. Higher operating temperature
of CPV technologies represents the best platform to integrate a
TEG device to achieve outstanding overall conversion eﬃciency.148 Also, for CPV-TEG systems, there will still be waste
heat from the TEG cold side, which can be used for heating/
cooling or secondary power generation. These types of hybrid
devices may represent the future of the solar energy conversion,
if the cost and system eﬃciency can be restricted in competitive
ranges.

D. Other types of STEGs under
development
Some STEGs do not t into the categories discussed above, but
may also provide an interesting opportunity for distributed
power generation; these types of system are discussed in this
section.
Pavements in summer time reach a maximum of 70  C, and
represent solar collectors, which have already been installed
around the world.149 The estimated urban (paved) land area is >
50 000 km2,150 and (on average) these surfaces receive 5 kW h
day, so there is an untapped resource of >3000 EJ per year.
Compared with 530 EJ per year of global primary energy
consumption,151 this represents a sizable energy harvesting
opportunity. Hasebe et al. proposed to use heat pipe beneath
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the road pavements in order to utilize the waste heat from the
road pavements. They proposed that water owing around road
pavements could be used as heat transfer uid to collect heat
from the heat pipe, and to provide the thermal energy to the hot
side of the TEG, whereas the inlet water was used to cool the
cold side.149 A prototype was built comprising 19 thermoelectric
modules (made of bismuth telluride alloy), two heat exchangers
and a pump to circulate the water. The pump used in the system
utilized the electric power produced by the system, however
data provided was not suﬃcient to justify that it might be eﬃcient or not, when employed in large scale.149
Salinity solar ponds are large water bodies, which could
absorb and store solar energy and maximum temperature of
80  C could be achieved in a cost eﬀective manner.152,153
Thermal stratication is achieved in these ponds with three
convective regions (upper convective zone (UCZ), lower
convective zone (LCZ) and non convective zone (NCZ)) as shown
in Fig. 9.152 Maximum temperature diﬀerence of about 40 to
60  C could be seen between the UCZ and LCZ. A system was
developed by Singh et al. in order to utilize this temperature
gradient for power production using TEG and thermosyphon
tube in a cost eﬀective manner.152 Experimental setup of this
system is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the thermosyphon
tube attached to the thermoelectric generator will provide the
necessary heat (which gained from the LCZ) for the hot side and
rejected heat from the cold side was taken by the UCZ. The
system was able to produce 3.2 watts using 16 TEG with an
eﬃciency of about 1%.152
Solar cooking is gaining in popularity (over fossil fuels, and
wood/charcoal), since it is environment friendly and cost
eﬀective.154 Kaasjager et al. reported a parabolic trough system
(refer the paper for system design) used for solar cooking and
electrical power generating in a small amount at the same time.
The thermoelectric generator integrated in the system can be
used for charging portable electronic devices that require low
power. A detailed study of this system recommends further
reduction in the heat losses would make this system feasible
and eﬃcient for solar cooking and (with power generation as a
valuable byproduct).154
A unique design, which could generate power in a remote
location with thermoelectric generators, was proposed by Attia
et al.155 The concept was to place the TEG between heat
exchangers that have diﬀerent thermal masses, which could

Fig. 9 Schematics of salinity solar pond. Reproduced with permission
from Elsevier: ref. 152 © 2011 Elsevier.
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Fig. 12 Development of zT (materials and STEG) and STEG eﬃciency
(non-concentrated STEG system) over the years: ref. 9, 50, 52, 91, 98,
100–104, 106, 111, 113 and 115–117.

Schematics of the experimental setup of solar pond with
thermosyphon tube and TEG. Reproduced with permission from
Elsevier: ref. 152 © 2011 Elsevier.
Fig. 10

respond at a diﬀerent rate when the environment temperature
changes and creates temperature diﬀerence required for the
TEG. The experimental setup, which has TEG and heat
exchangers with diﬀerent geometries, is shown in Fig. 11.
Responses of the system to dynamic environmental changes
and varying insulation thickness were studied. From the
studies, it was shown that the power produced by the system
was in the order of 10 4 Watts, indicating the need for a scaledup version. However, it was recommended that further intense
research would lead to make eﬃcient system in a cost eﬀective
manner.155
In summary, low eﬃciency of the STEG system is the reason
why, these technologies has not been deployed over the years in
large power generation application. Recent improvements in
the zT values of the thermoelectric nanocomposite materials

Fig. 11 Experimental setup of thermoelectric generator with diﬀerent
geometries. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier: ref. 155 ©
2013 Elsevier.
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have shown a huge potential to improve the STEG eﬃciency (as
shown in the Fig. 12). Few cost estimates show that the TEG
system cost could be as low as $0.41 per W, which implies that
STEG system can be cost competent as well. In hybrid systems,
waste heat from the TEG cold side could be potentially used in
heating/cooling or secondary power generation, in order to
reduce the pay back period for the return in investment. The
CPV-TEG and other types of STEG systems are in the initial
stages of research, but represent many viable pathways towards
the development of a cost eﬀective STEG system.

E. Conclusions and outlook
Out of various nanostructured materials, nanocomposite thermoelectric materials have shown the most advancement in
recent years and have the potential to play an important role in
improving the eﬃciency of the STEG systems. The zT values of
the nanocomposite thermoelectric materials available today
almost crossed nearly unity for many thermoelectric materials.
However, tailoring the synthesis procedure in such a way to
reduce the thermal conductivity without signicantly aﬀecting
the thermopower can further enhance the zT of the thermoelectric materials. It can be seen from the review that thermoelectric materials in the intermediate temperature ranges would
be the suitable and eﬃcient materials for power generation
applications. In particular, of PbTe alloys (with overwhelming
performance) and skutterudites (with rapidly improving zT
values) are the most promising thermoelectric materials for
future development in the intermediate temperature ranges
from 300  C to 600  C (see Fig. 12). Depending on the type of
collector used, thermoelectric materials (Bi2Te3 alloys, PbTe/
PbSe alloys, skutterudites, half-heuslers and SiGe alloys) can
be formulated to cover the temperature range between 30 and
1000  C. We foresee that highly abundant, low costs, thermally
stable, and environment friendly thermoelectric materials with
high zT values, could be the key for developing future STEG
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systems, in order to compete with other solar energy conversion
system.
Various non-concentrated and concentrated STEG systems
were critically reviewed, it can be seen that improvement in the
material properties, SSA coating and certain heat loss reduction
technique have led to achieve a maximum eﬃciency of about
5%, but still the eﬃciency values can be further improved by
enhancing these parameters. This review also nds that
although stand-alone STEG congurations are possible, hybrid
congurations are more commercially feasible today. That is,
STEG systems are much more likely to be adopted in conjunction with other power cycles and/or in situations where heat
outputs can be utilized. We propose that the eﬃcient thermoelectric materials with high zT values must be utilized, especially for the medium temperature STEGs (200–600  C), in order
to exploit the inherent advantages of the STEGs to compete with
other cost eﬀective solar to electricity conversion systems. We
expect that the thermal TEG hybrid and the CPV-TEG (largely
unexplored) systems might enable a step-change in the technology in the near future, if global eﬀorts are taken to further
intensify the research on these systems.
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